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ABSTRACT 
A matrix is subordinate to a bipartite graph if the graph has an edge correspond- 
ing to every position in which the matrix has a nonzero entry. Which graphs have the 
property that every rank k matrix subordinate to the graph can be expressed as the 
sum of k rank 1 matrices, each of which is also subordinate to the graph? It is classical 
that the complete bipartite graph has this property, and more recently it has been 
shown that the graphs of block triangular, not necessarily square, matrices have this 
property. We show that the bipartite chordal graphs constitute the full answer. This 
fact may then be used to show that the bipartite chordal graphs constitute a case of 
equality in the general inequality (minimum rank) Q (biclique cover number). 
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It is a classical and elementary fact that any m X n matrix A of rank k 
may be written 
A = A, + ... +A,, 
in which rank Ai = 1, i = l,..., k. This is the case for matrices over an 
arbitrary field. An intriguing variation upon the classical fact arises in the 
study of operator algebras [l, 21: if A is upper triangular, then A,, . . . , A, 
may be taken to be upper triangular. In fact this statement is true in the 
broadest possible interpretation of terms: A need not be square, and “upper 
triangular” could be block upper triangular (relative to the same partition for 
all of A and A,,..., A,). This is again over an arbitrary field, and the 
classical fact is a special case. 
Our purpose here is to address the following natural question. For which 
patterns of possibly nonzero entries in a matrix, and for any positive integer 
k, is it the case that any rank k matrix A allowed by the pattern may be 
written as a sum of k rank 1 matrices, each allowed by the pattern? We give a 
complete answer to this question, and it turns out that the answer has a nice 
application to the relationship between minimum rank among matrices with a 
given pattern and biclique covers of that pattern. In order to describe our 
ideas precisely, we give relevant notation and definitions in the next para- 
graph. 
A graph G is called hipatiite if its vertices may be partitioned into two 
disjoint sets so that each edge of the graph has exactly one endpoint in each 
set. Generally there will be a naturally understood partition, with respect to 
which a graph is bipartite, throughout the following. A bipartite graph is 
called complete if it has all possible edges, subject to the condition that it is 
bipartite. We describe the pattern of nonzero entries in an m X n matrix 
A = (u,~> with the bipartite graph G(A) whose vertices are t-i,. . . , rm 
(corresponding to the rows of A) and c,, . . . , c, (corresponding to the 
columns of A), and in which there is an undirected edge {rji, cj} exactly when 
aij + 0. A matrix A is called subordinate to the bipartite graph G if G(A) is 
a subgraph of G on the same vertex set as G; A is called strongly 
subordinate to G if G(A) = G. Let G be a graph on vertices V, with edge 
set E. If U c V, then H is the subgraph of G induced by U if the vertex set 
of H is U and the edge set of H consists of all edges in E both of whose 
vertices lie in U; we write H = G,. A clique of a graph is complete (all 
possible edges) vertex induced subgraph, and a biclique of a bipartite graph is 
a complete bipartite, vertex induced subgraph. We often identify a biclique 
with its vertex set. A bipartite graph is called bipartite chordal if it contains 
no vertex induced (simple) cycle of length 6 or more as a subgraph. An edge 
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in a bipartite graph is called bisimplicial if the subgraph induced by the 
neighbors of the two vertices of the edge is a biclique. It is important to note 
that a bipartite chordal graph always has a bisimplicial edge. The reader may 
wish to consult [3] for further information on chordal and bipartite chordal 
graphs. That reference or other standard graph theory texts may be consulted 
regarding elementary graph theoretic concepts not defined herein. 
Henceforth, when we say “graph” we shall generally mean “bipartite 
graph.” In the interest of readability, we often blur the distinction between a 
graph and the nonzero pattern of matrices subordinate to that graph. 
We say that a bipartite graph G has property Pk if any rank k matrix 
subordinate to G can be expressed as the sum of k rank 1 matrices, each of 
which is subordinate to G. Our principal question then asks which graphs 
have Pk for each k. Among these are the complete bipartite graphs and, 
more generally, the graphs associated with block triangular matrices in the 
most general sense. Because rank is a permutation equivalence invariant, 
these bipartite graphs are invariant under renaming of the vertices (in either 
part). 
It is clear that every bipartite graph has P,, and if r is the smaller of the 
cardinalities of the two vertex sets in the bipartite graph G, then it is easily 
seen that G has P,. Simply “slice” any matrix in question by rows (or 
columns, as necessary) to decompose it as a sum of matrices each of which is 
subordinate to G and has its support in just one row (or column). The 
simplest graph that does not have property Pk for every k must then have 
both vertex sets of cardinality at least 3. The following graph does not have 
P,: 
0 * * l I * 0 *. * * 0 
Here, as usual, * denotes an entry that is allowed to be nonzero, i.e., an edge 
of the graph. Note that this is also the smallest possible graph that is not 
bipartite chordal, b eing a chordless 6-cycle. (Recall that cycles in bipartite 
graphs are always of even length.) 
We may now characterize those graphs that do enjoy all Pk. The proof is 
contained in the following sequence of lemmas. The first shows that property 
Pk is inherited, so that if it fails on an induced subgraph, it fails for the entire 
graph. 
LEMMA 1. Let k be a positive integer. Zf the bipartite graph G has Pk, 
then every induced subgraph of G has Pk. 
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Proof. Suppose that G is a bipartite graph that has Pk, and let H be the 
subgraph of G induced by the row vertex set (Y and the column vertex set P. 
Consider a rank k matrix A subordinate to H. Let B be the matrix 
subordinate to G such that B[ (Y, p] = A and such that all other entries of B 
are 0. (As usual, B[ (Y, /3] denotes the submatrix of B lying in rows (Y and 
columns 0.) Now, rank B = k, and B may be written as the sum of k rank 1 
matrices, each subordinate to G; B = B, + ... + B,. Let Ai = Bj[ (Y, /3], 
i=l ,--.> k, and we have A = A, + .-- +A,. Each Ai is subordinate to H, 
and rank Ai < 1, as Ai is a submatrix of Bi. However, as the rank of a sum 
cannot exceed the sum of the ranks, we must have rank Ai = 1, i = 1,. . . , k, 
and H has Pk, as was to be shown. W 
The following observation extends some of the work in [3] and has been 
made independently by M. Bakonyi for another purpose. We shall need it for 
the rank reduction process in the lemma following. We note that it cannot be 
generalized to perfect edge elimination graphs. 
LEMMA 2. Deletion of a bisimplicial edge from a bipartite chordal graph 
leaves a bipartite chordal graph. 
Proof. Suppose that G is bipartite chordal and that H is the result of 
deleting a single bisimplicial edge e from G. Suppose that H is not bipartite 
chordal. Then H would have to have a chordless cycle of length 6. (Note that 
a chordless cycle of length 8 or more in H immediately implies a chordless 
cycle of length at least 6 in G.) Since G is bipartite chordal, this cycle must 
have a chord in G, and this chord must be the bisimplicial edge that was 
removed to leave H. Without loss of generality, the cycle may be taken to be 
6 5 4 
Since e is bisimplicial in G, the subgraph (of G) induced by the neighbors of 
2 together with the neighbors of 5 is a biclique. Thus, {1,4) is an edge of G 
and, thus, of H, a contradiction implying that H is bipartite chordal. n 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that G is a bipartite chordal graph, and suppose that 
A = (aij) is any matrix of rank k > 2 that is subordinate to G. Then A may 
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be written A = A, + C, in which A, and C are subordinate to G, rank A, = 
k - 1, and rank C = 1. 
Proof. First, we note that we may assume without loss of generality that 
there is a nonzero entry in A associated with a bisimplicial edge of G. 
Suppose there is not. Then remove a bisimplicial edge associated with a zero 
entry of A; by Lemma 2, this modified graph is bipartite chordal. Call this 
new graph G,, and note that A is subordinate to G, as well as G. If A has 
no nonzero entries associated with a bisimplicial edge of G,, repeat the 
process to form G,. Since A # 0, a bisimplicial edge associated with a 
nonzero entry of A will eventually be produced, say in the graph G,. Now A 
is subordinate to G, as well as G; indeed, any matrix subordinate to G, is 
also subordinate to G. Without loss of generality, we write G in place of G,,. 
Now, assume that aI1 z 0 and that the edge 1 ui, ui} of G is bisimplicial. 
We may further assume, upon relabeling, that 
‘* 
A= * 
0 
0 
* 
. . . 
. . . * 
0 . . . 0 
I 
in which the upper left block of A corresponds to the biclique of G that is 
guaranteed by the bisimpliciality of {ui, pi}. Let C be the rank 1 matrix 
whose first row is {al, ... aI, 0 ... 0) and whose first column is {all **a 
at1 0 --* O}T. It is clear that A, = A - C is subordinate to G, and a 
Gaussian elimination argument (by pivoting on all), or equivalently a Schur 
complement argument, shows that rank A, = k - 1, as was to be shown. n 
Lemma 3 suffices to show that all bipartite chordal graphs have every Pk. 
What about nonchordal graphs? We have already seen that a chordless 
6-cycle does not have P,. Note that a graph may have Pk, k > 1, but not 
P k+ 1. For example, the chordless 8-cycle 
has P, but not P,. Recall that a cycle is minimal if it has no chords. 
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LEMMA 4. lf G is the bipartite graph consisting of the minimal 2k-cycle, 
k > 3, then G does not have Pk_ , , 
Proof. Assume k > 3. Each maximal biclique in a minimal 2 k-cycle has 
two edges. Since a 2 k-cycle by definition has 2 k edges, it requires at least k 
bicliques to cover it. Thus G cannot be covered with k - 1 bicliques. Since 
the bipartite graph of a rank 1 matrix is a single biclique, G does not have 
PX-1 if there is a rank k - I matrix strongly subordinate to G. A rank k - 1 
matrix whose graph is a 2k-cyclr may be produced as follows: 
1. If k is even, set the entry in each nonzero position equal to 1. 
2. If k is odd, set each possible nonzero entry, except one, equal to 1; 
set the other entry equal to - 1. n 
This is the final piece of information needed for our main theorem. 
TIIEOINM. G is a bipartite chordal graph if and only if G has the 
propert!y t’, for each positiw integer k. 
Proof. Assume that G is bipartite chordal. Let A be a rank k matrix 
subordinate to G. By Lemma 3, we may write A = A, + C in which A, and 
C are subordinate to G, rank A, = k - 1, and rank C = 1. Now apply the 
lemma to A,, continuing the process until we have written A as the sum of k 
rank 1 matrices subordinate to 6. Thus G has P, for arbitrary k. Conversely, 
assume G is not bipartite chordal. Then G has as an induced subgraph a 
chordless cycle of length 2t, t > 3. By Lemma 4, this subgraph does not have 
P I , . Thus, G does not have all P, . n 
Our theorem may be used to show a strong relation between minimum 
rank and the biclique cover number of a graph. For a bipartite graph G, let 
mr(G) be the minimum rank among all matrices strongly subordinate to G. A 
hiclique cover of G is a collection of bicliques of G that collectively include 
every edge of G. The hiclique cover number hi(G) is then the minimum 
cardinality of a biclique cover of 6. As noted earlier, the bipartite graph of a 
rank 1 matrix is just a single biclique. 
OBSERVATION. For any hipatiite graph 6, mr(G) < hi(G). 
Proof. If hi(G) = r, construct an entrywise nonnegative rank 1 matrix 
subordinate to each biclique of a minimum cardinal&y biclique cover of 6. 
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The sum of these matrices is strongly subordinate to G and can have rank at 
most r. Thus ml(G) < hi(G). n 
It follows from our theorem that the bipartite chordal graphs constitute a 
case of equality in the above inequality. 
COROLLARY. For a bipartite chordal graph G, rndG) = bi(GI. 
Proof. Suppose that mr(G> = k and that M is a rank k matrix strongly 
subordinate to G. By the theorem, G has Pk, so that M may be written as a 
sum of k rank 1 matrices, each of which is subordinate to G (and each of 
whose graphs is a biclique of G). Since the graphs of these k rank 1 matrices 
must form a biclique cover of G [G(M) = G], we conclude that hi(G) < k. 
With the above observation, we concluded that mr(G) = hi(G). n 
EXAMPLE. Unfortunately, bipartite chordality is not necessary for equal- 
ity in the inequality of the observation. The graph 
is not bipartite chordal, because bipartite chordality is an inherited property 
and the first three rows and columns do not constitute a bipartite chordal 
graph. However, because of the last three columns, mI(G) = 3, while be- 
cause there are only three rows, hi(G) < 3, and thus hi(G) = 3. 
QUESTION. We close by raising the question of what are all the graphs 
for which equality is attained in the inequality of the observation. Not all 
graphs qualify, as 
0 * * 
i I * 0 ‘* * * 0 
has mr = 2 and bi = 3. 
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